
Victory Hill Exhibitions and Marvel Entertainment

present

For the first time in Europe

Marvel’s Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N.

A Revolutionary New Exhibition Experience

sets Paris Premier April 2016

on Esplanade de la Défense

Victory Hill Exhibitions, in association with Marvel Entertainment, announces the

Marvel’s Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N., the highly anticipated new exhibition based on the global box

office smash,Marvel’s The Avengers.

After New York and Seoul, this S.T.E.M. (Science, Technology, Engineering, and

Mathematics) based exhibition will run in Europe, at Paris (Esplanade La Défense) from April

2016 to September 2016.

“It is a great opportunity to welcome in France this new exhibition which will please all

the public on the occasion of the release on April 27th, 2016 of the new movie Marvel’s Captain

America : Civil War." concludes Jean-François Camilleri, The Walt Disney

Company France President.



The Marvel’s Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. (Scientific Training and Tactical Intelligence

Operative Network) is a completely immersive experience that brings visitors into the world of

The Avengers.

Visitors of all ages are granted access to the official Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. headquarters

and are taken deep into the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Here they will have open access to a

vast array of intelligence files, classified studies and experiments that explore the history and

scientific origins of Marvel’s The Avengers. On display is an extensive range of Avengers

operational equipment such as Captain America’s uniform and shield, Bruce Banner’s

laboratory, Hawkeye and Black Widow uniforms and weapons, Vision’s birth cradle, Ant-Man’s

helmet, a preserved Chitauri from the Battle of New York, Iron Man’s MK 45 suit and the

Hulkbuster suit. They will also get the chance to map out the stars to find Asgard, learn to

operate Iron Man’s suit, witness the neurological effects of Bruce Banner’s transformation into

the Hulk all as part of their training to become an Official Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. Agent.

“To work so closely with the Marvel team on this incredible production, alongside some

of the greatest scientific individuals and institutions in America, has been a real honor. With this

exhibition, we are seamlessly integrating story and science to create a truly immersive

edutainment environment, set within Marvel’s Cinematic Universe” states Nicholas Cooper,

Victory Hill Chief Creative Officer.

NASA, the Science & Entertainment Exchange (a program of the National Academy of

Sciences), Neuroverse, and Thwacke are collaborating partners to this exhibition.



About Marvel Entertainment

Marvel Entertainment, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Walt Disney Company, is one of the world’s most

prominent character-based entertainment companies, built on a proven library of more than 8,000 characters

featured in a variety of media over seventy-five years. Marvel utilizes its character franchises in entertainment,

licensing and publishing. For more information visit www.marvel.com. ©2016 MARVEL

About Victory Hill Exhibitions

Victory Hill Exhibitions is an exhibition Production and Distribution Company focused on delivering engaging,

educational and interactive exhibitions for the global market. The company is the industry leader in creating and

delivering innovative and captivating content for events, exhibitions, interior architecture and experiential

environmental spaces. With a focus on developing long term trusted and strategic relationships Victory Hill

Exhibitions has over 25 years of combined experience delivering some of the most renowned and critically

acclaimed exhibitions to the museum and entertainment industries. Using the latest technological capabilities and

storytelling techniques, Victory Hill delivers impressive, visually appealing, educational content, and entertainment

enjoyed by visitors of all ages. Recently acquired by Singapore-listed Cityneon Holdings Ltd, Victory Hill Exhibitions

is a 100% subsidiary of a mainboard company with the Singapore Stock Exchange. For more information visit

www.victoryhillexhibitions.com.


